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Introduction 

Ancient Greek culture, with its myths, philosophical schools, wars, means of warfare, had 

always a big appeal factor on me. I was always fascinated by the grade of impact that 

ancient Greek culture still has on us – contemporary people. How did it travel through 

time? How is it that the wars we fight today co closely resemble those of 3000 years ago? 

While weaving ideas for this paper I thought of means of putting the ancient and the 

modern together. To find a binding material for two cultural products separated by 

thousands of years – Homer‟s the Iliad and Wolfgang Petersen‟s film Troy.  

   The main task for me in this paper is to see the “travel of ideas and values” from the 

Iliad to Troy. Did appearances of heroes, meanings of war, courage, warfare itself, love 

and friendship change through time? 

   When reading about intertextuality I found this definition by Julia Kristeva: 

“(intertextuality defines) how a text reads history and writes itself in it. (My translation)”
1
 

From this thought my weave of ideas began to gain structure. Intertextual relations would 

not only bind Homer with Petersen, but will explain Homer himself. Since Homer was 

not an original creator of the story of the Iliad, but used various popular myths of the 

ancient Greek society, his text projects the very first appearance of intertextuality. Yet the 

Iliad survived for thousands of years in it‟s original as well as in mutated shape, and I 

found it very fascinating to look how Homeric text, a mutant itself, mutated in a 

contemporary film. Troy “reads” historic Iliad as well as rewrites it.  

   The relationship between literature and cinema has always intrigued me. As a keen 

reader and equally keen film goer I can not help but always make comparisons between 

the two mediums in their merger. While both mediums appeal to different senses I never 

tend to keep my comparisons on the harsh side. For me the question to be answered is if I 

saw the transformation similarly with the director/screenwriter? Yet I always try to keep 

an open mind about the relation between the literary text and the film, as well as view 

them as two different exhibits of two different mediums of art creation. Since both 

literature and film are regarded as means of entertainment, an open mind is essential, in 

                                                 
1
 Julia Kristeva, Sèméiotiké (Paris: Ed.du Seuil, 1969): Pour le sujet connaissant, l´intertextualité est une 

notion qui sera l´indice de la facon don‟t un text lit l´histoire et s´insère en elle” (p. 144). 
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my opinion while assigning quality to films based or inspired by literary texts. I will try 

to keep an open mind in this paper as well and stay away from qualitative comments. My 

aim is not to review Troy but to establish it‟s relation to an ancient text and see the traces 

of the text inside the film as well as discuss the reasons for evident changes. 

   Since Troy is related to Homers the Iliad, I am presented with an interesting challenge 

because of Homer‟s heritage status. The Iliad is not universally regarded as a mean of 

public entertainment but as a historical treasure, a part of a so called “high” culture. And 

when it is presented on the silver screens to the masses it is feared to loose its “high 

culture appeal”. But shall it worry us? Is Troy a threat to Homer? 

 

   Theory and method 

 

   When the last images of the movie fade into the darkness, an acknowledgement that the 

movie is “inspired by Homer‟s Iliad” appears. The phenomenon of inspiration will be of 

a significant interest for me in this paper. I will try to look at the degree of inspiration, to 

compare the inspirer with the final product, ask questions such as how truthful to the 

original source one has to be when dealing with inspiration – discuss the debate between 

academics and contemporary artists that will develop into discussion between high and 

mass culture. How a literary piece, for centuries recited and cherished by the highest 

academic circles is remodelled to fit the taste of a mass public. Is such a makeover useful 

for Homer, does it achieve a celebrity status for him or on the contrary, damages Homer‟s 

hereditary status? 

   Erich Auerbach points out the shallowness of Homer‟s texts in Odysseus scar - the 

passage from Mimesis that I found very valuable for this paper.
2
 He argues for the 

impossibility of allegorical reading of them. Allegorical reading might be impossible 

until the texts were regarded as an echo of a reality, but after 3000 years when the reality 

of Troy is tightly packed in history volumes, is allegorical reading possible? I will try to 

achieve allegorical viewing of Troy – how does the movie reflect reality, well known 

political struggles of the time? 

                                                 
2
 Erich, Auerbach. Mimesis. The Representation of Reality in Western Literature Princeton University Press 

2003 
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   An ancient hero is the main vehicle of epic stories such as the Iliad. It is through his 

eyes we see the destruction of war and through his virtues and courage we can justify the 

cause of such destruction. Such a notion is highly alive in Troy; therefore I will discuss 

and compare the heroic cults of ancient Greece as well as modern world‟s. 

   Hero cult is highly alive in our contemporary hi-fi culture. We are equally fascinated by 

real life heroes – brave firemen, soldiers as well as we invent fantasy heroes that usually 

feature in comics and science fiction movies. If one could imagine the brave ones of the 

Iliad featured in comic magazines: the magnificent Achilles, with high-tech steel boots to 

protect his sensitive heels, raging Here, powerful hunk Zeus, pretty boy Paris that can 

conquer every woman‟s heart with his x-ray eyes. Even if there is no actual comic where 

all these characters could slaughter evil and save the world, but there are plenty others 

where the images of ancient superheroes fight under different aliases. Ancient hero is 

highly alive in the modern world.  

   Ancient Gods are an integral part of the Iliad that has transformed the most throughout 

the “time travel”. Previously active combatants like Athena or Apollo are incarcerated in 

gold and marble statues and become vocal only through people‟s prayers. What are the 

main reasons for the absence of ancient Gods in Troy? 

   Previous knowledge of texts, that are weaved in the new cultural product, is seen as an 

essential and integral part of understanding intertextual relations. I will try to show how 

Wolfgang Petersen works with this challenge. How he adapts his product to the different 

groups of audience: those with and those without the previous knowledge of texts. 

   My aim is to use comparative method in order to extract the essence of the Iliad in Troy, 

to see how the ancient text transforms as an intertext for a modern film. Can a 

comparative method be used to put together two artistic pieces that are separated by 

thousands of years and present themselves in two different mediums? The fact that Troy 

is inspired by Iliad, the very existence of intertextuality allows comparisons to be made 

since it justifies the makeover. I will not only try to identify the differences but also will 

try to discuss and justify them as well as their impact. 

   I see this paper standing on two main columns. The first one I will try “to build” by 

using the ideas that carried the Iliad through time, the ideas that inspired the creators of 

Troy. For the second column I intend to use the characters – the carriers of the ideas, how 
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the characters of the Iliad, considered as heroic by ancient Greek society are transformed 

to have the same effect for the contemporary audience? How extensive is the 

transformation and what are the results? 

 

   Previous research and selection of material 

 

   While reading the articles of the contemporary scholars on the merger of the Iliad and 

Troy in Troy: from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood Epic, I experienced a lack of an overall 

view as the articles mainly discussed the possible viewings of the film. Not many actually 

tried to extract the inspirational medium and see the affects of mutation. That will be my 

main task.  

   Homer being regarded as one of the founding fathers of the written word in Western 

civilisation, the literature on him and his works are extensive. I chose to use Mark W. 

Edward‟s work on the ancient poet – Homer, Poet of the Iliad (1987) that provides a 

great overview on the main trends, techniques and ideas that circulated during Homeric 

times. For my own reading of The Iliad, I selected E.V. Rieu‟s translation (1987). To 

tackle the issue of inspiration and interpretation I have selected various articles from Troy: 

from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood Epic edited by Martin M. Winkler (2007). As well as a 

passage on Homer in Erich Auerbach‟s Mimesis. The Representation of Reality in 

Western Literature (2003). To draw the parallels between Troy and the spirit of modern 

America I selected John P. McWilliam‟s Jr. work The American epic, transforming a 

genre 1770-1860 (1989). Not to mention the continuous viewings of Troy (2004). Since 

my research is partially about a contemporary film, I found using of various websites 

(mainly reviewing the film) essential.  

   Martin M. Winkler questions the timing of Troy’s release.
3
 Why now? Why in 2004? 

The reasons given by him are quite intriguing: the filmmakers wanted to grab the 

opportunity to earn great sums since the great success of The Gladiator – ancient epic 

was fashionable again. The second reason is a much deeper one that shallow greed for 

money – ancient epic was to serve as an echo of the political climate of the contemporary 

                                                 
3
 Martin M. Winkler (edit.), Troy: from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood epic Malden, Mass. Blackwell 2007, p. 

3-4 
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world. Great political turmoil as the events of 11 September 2001 and the destructive 

consequences thereafter put war, heroes and destruction back in daily lives of most of the 

American people. But is Troy a tool used to ignite the heroic American spirit or to 

criticise American imperial ambitions?  

 

   Men behind the Iliad and Troy 

 

   Since the Iliad and Troy are going to be my primary sources I would like to look a bit 

closer at their creators.  

   Homer is definitely a more mysterious personality, especially in comparison to 

Wolfgang Petersen. Even though considered a staple of every curriculum of every school 

in the Western world, it is surprising how little we actually know about the man. It is 

established though that Homer did not live through the actual Trojan War (1194–1184 

BC) therefore his writings are not historical chronicles of war but fruits of fiction. Trojan 

War and the Greek mythology were Homer‟s inspiration sources. Homer‟s writings being 

regarded among the first in Western literature automatically elevate the writer‟s status. 

Homer‟s authorship of the ancient epics is debated even in the 3d millennium AD, was he 

the solemn author of the Iliad and the Odyssey or was it a collective collaboration lasting 

through centuries? Even less is known about Homer aside from his writings. A common 

perception of Homer as a blind bard is that which follows students throughout school (I 

am no exception). But did Homer even exist or is his existence a mere legend to give the 

first writings of Western literature, an author? Unable to trace Homer - the person, 

scientists focus mainly on the content of his writings.  

   Wolfgang Petersen is much less mysterious; information about his is easily accessible 

online, in the papers, essays and books, not to forget that he is still living and actively 

creating. Being born in Germany of World War II it is no wander that his trade mark 

became the films of a political or military conflict. Petersen‟s interest in ancient literature 

could also play a major part in his willingness to direct Troy. 

Bearing that in mind, Troy can be described as a meeting point of two men: a mysterious 

war poet and a contemporary war filmmaker.  
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The Iliad meets Troy 

   Based on, adapted, inspired – levels of intertextuality 

 

To enter the stage of comparison between the Iliad and Troy one has to establish the 

relation between them, find the invisible thread binding the text and the film. For a 

clueless viewer Troy might seem as a fantasy fruit of the filmmaking team. Heroes like 

Achilles and Hector might seem to be taken from a pool of superheroes like Superman or 

Batman. Beautiful women, mass battle scenes, death, destruction, tears and love are 

heavily featured in modern cinema. A clueless viewer would never bind Troy with the 

Iliad on his own. But the filmmaker‟s statement that Troy is inspired by the Iliad comes 

as a footnote in the end of the movie.  

   Even though a clueless viewer is not easy to find, and the fact is that most of the 

viewers of Troy were aware of the existing relation to the ancient epic, the degree of 

closeness, the strength of the binding thread flamed up the debates.  

How truthful one has to be to the original, the inspiring factor? How truthful was Pablo 

Picasso to his source of inspiration – Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) when he painted 

one of his most famous art works – Guernica? Did he reproduce an analogical picture of 

the atrocities? Or did he portray a picture of his own fantasy, which was inspired by the 

fear, death and destruction? Was James Joyce truthful to his source of inspiration the 

Odyssey and Odysseus in particular when he wrote Ulysses?  

   Just by giving a closer look to most of the artworks, all of them are in one way or 

another inspired by something. It is the inspiration that fuels the creator‟s fantasy, 

without inspiration the creative process would quickly come to a complete standstill. And 

yet again, when presented an artwork with clear instructions on the inspiration material, 

we wrinkle our foreheads and start picking on inaccuracies between the original, the 

source and the outcome, the final product. 

   I do not have ambitions to present a qualitative analysis on the Iliad or Troy, thousands 

of reviewers have done that before me, but I wish to look deeper in this inspiration based 

relationship between the ancient text and a modern epic film. How come ideas, given 

shape of the written words approximately 2800 years ago, initiated some creative vibes in 
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the brains of contemporary filmmakers? How were those vibes materialised? How can we 

see the Iliad in Troy? 

   Walter Benjamin states that every creative act fuelled by inspiration has to juggle 

between fidelity and freedom. Every artist‟s challenge is to stay true to the source as well 

as mix own creative juices in the product.
4
  But are there any boundaries for the fidelity 

part? I think that the foot notes such as “inspired by”, “based on”, “adapted from” shows 

us the boundary levels we can expect.  

   I see the first footnote as the one allowing most of the freedom and I think that it was a 

conscious decision of Troy’s director Wolfgang Petersen and his team. Since Troy is only 

inspired by the Iliad the final product, the film itself, has no duty to be evangelically 

accurate to its original source. The fact of inspiration makes Troy an original product that 

shall be viewed and reviewed by its own terms. Petersen‟s creative genius shall not be put 

besides Homer‟s to establish a qualitative comparison between them because Homer‟s 

creative genius acts as an ignition button for Petersen. As the director states himself: "In a 

sense, we had the freedom to do whatever we want, because there are so many versions 

of it. It's not only the version in the Iliad, the Iliad stops at Hector's death. We go 

further.”
5
  

As the matter of fact Petersen used other ancient texts such as Homer‟s Odyssey and 

Virgil‟s Aeneid as sources of inspiration as well. But they do not pop up in the credits 

after the end of the film. Was this done intentionally? To spark up the debates on film‟s 

historical inaccuracy and win some free publicity? 

   I presume that the fact that Troy is an independent product inspired by one or a few of 

ancient texts, gives Troy the license to stand on its own. Such license should have kept 

lower expectations with academics, historians and plain enthusiasts of ancient Greek 

culture and history. One shall keep in mind that Troy was created for purpose of 

entertainment of a contemporary audience only. Not to spark historical interest, not to 

give detailed account on ancient Greek myths, or to encourage people to read Homer. If 

there was such an outcome after the movie, if it boosted the sales of historical books or 

                                                 
4
 Martin M. Winkler (edit.), Troy: from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood epic, 

 p. 10, cited from Walter Benjamin, “The task of the Translator” tr. Harry Zohn, in Walter Banjamin: 

Selected writings, vol. 1: 1913-1926. (Cambridge: Belknap Press/Harvard University Press. 1996). 253-263 
5
 Interview on website http://www.ugo.com/ugo/html/article/?id=17868, 2009-11-27 

http://www.ugo.com/ugo/html/article/?id=17868
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made librarians happier with larger crowds around the stands of Homer‟s writings, this 

was a positive yet unplanned effect of the film. Troy entered the global film market as 

Troy not as a promoter of Homer, the roles were more likely reversed. It is Homer who 

possibly became the promoter of Troy (in certain circles).  

   But yet it was the inaccuracies in the relationship between the Iliad and Troy that 

bothered many. I would presume that those people left the theatre before the film credits 

appeared and did not see the given definition of the relationship between the source of 

inspiration and the final product. Reviewers were enraged by the absence of gods, twists 

and spins on the plot, cast of the characters to mention a few things. 
67

  

   Did Petersen do Homer injustice by selecting his work as an inspiration source for a 

modern epic film? One could guess that from some reviews. I presume that Homer‟s 

status as the father of Western epic as one of the fathers of the written word of the 

Western civilisation puts him on a pedestal demanding respect and devotion. Homer is 

regarded as Western civilisation‟s heritage that demands respect and if anyone shall use 

Homer‟s name as a reference, they better keep the high standards. The fact that 

archaeological excavations in modern day Turkey have more or less proved the actual 

existence of Troy makes Homer‟s writings historical documents. Homer becomes a writer 

of history, and using historical facts as a source for inspiration demands accuracy. Shall 

we regard Homer as the chronicler of our historical, glorious past?  

   One can not deny the meticulous details, typical for historians, in Homers writings, 

especially in the Iliad. The countdown and the presentation of the ships, mentioning of 

every soldier hero‟s every action, noting the dead. The style of Homer surely resembles 

that of any historian. But regarded Homer his historical sources as accurately as modern 

reviewers expect from Petersen? A historically clear and accurate answer to this question 

is unfortunately impossible. Homer‟s sources came from oral tradition and he was not as 

understanding as Petersen to leave us some footnotes. Homer‟s sources were a collection 

of myths that interacted, interfered into one another and were widely known to ancient 

Greek society. The inability to track Homer‟s sources presents us with the inability to 

determine the accuracy of Homer‟s writings. In Homer we do not know what is taken 

                                                 
6
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/3691071.stm, 2009-11-22 

7
 http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/troy/, 2009-11-22 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/3691071.stm
http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/troy/
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from myth that represents his society and what is poet‟s own contribution. “Homer was 

not the inventor of the characters or the plots of his Iliad and Odyssey, and we should 

keep the flexibility of myth in mind when we view or judge a film like Troy”
8
 

   Is it possible that Homer might have been a high class entertainer who put a new spin to 

old, commonly known stories, mostly to attract the crowd? Exactly what Petersen did in 

2004. But Petersen, being an acclaimed director in Hollywood, which is also commonly 

known as the world of the material, makes his product a source, a desire for profits. Troy 

was created to generate money, to make rich people richer and that is considered vulgar 

amongst some of the classical scholars. But do we know for a fact that Homer did not 

have same intentions when writing the Iliad? By introducing new angles to a common 

myth, he certainly attracted larger crowds, which might have led the poet to stardom and 

popularity that might have also improved Homer‟s living standards. Surely such thoughts 

are a mere speculation, but a possibility exists and should be taken into consideration. 

   To repeat myself, I am not aiming for a qualitative analysis in this paper, that is why I 

want to establish a relation between the Iliad and Troy that will allow me, with my mind 

free from critical qualitative prejudice, carry on with my comparison in search for the 

evolution in human thought and human perception of war, heroism and immortality.  

Now, when it is established that Troy is actually an independent project, inspired by 

Homers writings, I can start looking closer at those inspiration points and try to track a 

movement of ideas, if any, in the period of almost three thousand years. 

 

   Different mediums of expression 

 

First of all one shall point out the obvious difference in the expressive medium of the 

both works. While the Iliad is a written text, Troy is a film. The text appeals to the 

audience differently than a visual medium – when reading the story one has to use the 

imagination to draw the picture, based on the information given in the text. Therefore 

each and every member of the audience might have different pictures emerging from the 

same text. Yet while viewing a film the picture is already there and millions of viewers 

are presented with the very same images. 

                                                 
8
 Winkler (edit.), Troy: from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood Epic p. 12 
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   I already mentioned Homer‟s meticulous eye for details in the Iliad, everything is 

written about in the text: from the colours for the rising sun to the personal thoughts of 

the war heroes. Erich Auerbach points out the specifics of Homer‟s style of writing:  

 

We have compared these two texts, and, with them the two kinds of style that 

embody, in order to reach a starting point for an investigation into the literary 

representation of reality in European culture. The two styles, in their opposition, 

represent basic types: on the one hand, fully externalized description, uniform 

illumination, uninterrupted connection, free expression, all events in the 

foreground, displaying unmistakable meanings, few elements of historical 

development and of psychological perspective. 
9
 

 

Remembering the articulation of Homer‟s texts – to be recited to the public, to have the 

public imagining the battle scenes, to have the public clearly identifying the characters, 

their features, one can say that Homer was one of the first screenwriters. It seems that the 

written Iliad was more like a guidebook for the numbers of bards who sang the lines to 

their audience. The difference is that a screenwriter writes for the text to be performed 

visually and Homer‟s text was performed orally. “On the performance of the poems, we 

can safely conjecture only that it was a performance, not an individual reading to himself 

from a text, nor one person reading it to others, but a recitation, perhaps close to a 

dramatic performance”.
10

 It seems that after all the Iliad has a much closer connection to 

a cinematic performance than one has thought.   

   “The essential characteristic of true oral poetry is that each performance is different, 

shaped to suit its particular circumstances, including the calibre of the singer”.
11

 Homer‟s 

the Iliad being a written version of an oral traditional poetry offered freedom to those, 

who recited it. Each bard had the possibility to create own performance within the frames 

of the tradition. Can‟t we see Petersen as one of the bards, performing the Iliad to an 

eager audience? After all every bard‟s main task was to present the public with an 

entertaining piece. 

                                                 
9
 Erich, Auerbach. Mimesis. The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, p. 23 

10
 Mark W. Edwards, Homer. The poet of the Iliad  Johns Hopkins University Press 1987, p. 20 

11
 Edwards, Homer. The poet of the Iliad p. 22 
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   In this paper I tend to see the Iliad as a written text as I do not wish to explore the 

differences between performances (main obstacle being the impossibility to see an 

ancient bard performing the Iliad). My aim is to point out the differences caused by the 

cultural “time travel” of the Iliad and the texts transformation and corrosion into a 

modern, commercial film. 

   Homer created a visual experience for the audience through his text, Petersen used a 

visual medium. Where Homer has the need to explain the listener to help him visualize 

the story, the viewer of Petersen‟s film sees everything already on the screen. Homer has 

to vocalise the thoughts of his characters whereas Petersen can rely on the expressions 

and body language of his cast.  

   That is how cinematic medium helps the director to fit in the time frame and tell a story 

without keeping the viewers in the cinema for days. The cinematic medium strips the 

original text, the film‟s inspiration source from describing expressions that the Iliad is 

full of and is left with the naked idea. “The plot of the Iliad is simple” writes A.V.Rieu
12

 

“the Iliad is a fine example of the Greek method of constructing a story or a play. In most 

cases, since the matter was traditional, the end was already known to the audience when 

they sat down to the beginning, and the author had to secure his effects by other methods 

than that of surprise”.
13

  Homer tells a well known story and blends in his own special 

effect into it to intrigue and entertain the audience. Petersen does the same. But when 

Homer was appreciated for his effects and for his ability to present a common story from 

a fresh angle, Petersen is condemned for the very same reasons. 

   While moviegoers, those familiar with Homer and his writings, critique Troy’s plot, 

choice of cast and historical inaccuracies the visual effects do get some appreciation. In 

Troy, just like in the Iliad it is the effects that carry the simple plot further and while 

Homer exercises his writing genius to create the effects, Petersen uses the creative 

geniuses of special effect technicians.  

 

 

 

                                                 
12

 Homer. The Iliad. Translated by E.V. Rieu.  Book Club Associates 1987, introduction viii 
13

 Homer. The Iliad  introduction ix 
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Mutations of the Iliad in Troy 

 

   The beginning 

 

In this part, my aim is to compare the text and the film on an outer, idea, level. I will not 

look deeper into the characters. The next chapter will be devoted to them. 

   In an interview cited earlier Petersen states using not only the Iliad as the source of 

inspiration. Motives from other well known ancient texts like the Odyssey and Aeneid are 

present in Troy. Both Petersen and scholars investigating the closeness between the text 

and the film, explain the use of other sources as a necessity for Troy’s overall 

presentation to a modern day viewer.  

   When the Iliad begins in media res, Troy’s creators do not have such a luxury. 

Contemporary audience, unlike that of ancient Greece, has a vague knowledge of the 

prehistory of Trojan War; they need to be presented with a decent explanation why 

thousands of Greeks set sails in order to destroy Troy. At this point the Homeric echo 

becomes a “broken phone” effect.  

   J. Lesley Fitton states that “although they had no historical record of the events 

described, the ancient Greeks believed in their historical validity. The history came 

through to them through oral recitation. Homer‟s works became a staple of Greek 

education and a corner stone of Greek thought”.
14

 Greeks regarded Homer as a story 

teller but believed that his stories are real in a historical sense. And a sense of reality in 

Homeric times differed significantly from that of a modern day. Supernatural powers 

played a much bigger role then than now: ancient Greek Gods, for instance, are 

completely irrelevant for a contemporary human being.  

   While the ancient readers/listeners of the Iliad could be comfortably thrown into the 

middle of Trojan War, knowing what happened before from a common knowledge of 

myths, a modern film viewer needs the extra credits to understand and to identify with the 

story. 

                                                 
14

 Winkler (edit.), Troy: from Homer’s Iliad to Hollywood Epic p. 100, cited from Troy and the role of the 

Historical Advisor  by J. Lesley Fitton 
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That is why Petersen chose to alter the echo of the ancient texts in his production of Troy: 

he presents the prehistory of the Trojan War to help the viewers to understand it and he 

adapts the prehistory to modern world standards to help the viewer to identify with it.  

   If the Iliad begins with the wrath of Achilles because of the dispute with Agamemnon 

during the Trojan War, the viewer of Troy is taken well back in time. If the ancient Greek 

explanation of the war in Troy was as dispute between goddesses involving beauty and 

men, the viewer of Troy is left with the beauty and men only that soon enough gets 

imperialistic ambition as a companion. Beauty, love, passion, courage, greed, power - are 

all the expressions easily identifiable by the modern man. Trojan War becomes easily 

justified with such an easily identified reasons: a foreign prince seduces one of the Greek 

king‟s extremely beautiful wife; the king gets furious and asks his even more powerful 

brother for help who in his turn sees an opportunity to realise his imperial ambitions; both 

kings gather their allies and set the sails of thousands of ships towards the foreign land to 

avenge the insult. The war is fully justified. 

   Yet Petersen does not go the “good vs. evil” road, instead he adapts more of a Homeric 

approach where all the heroes were equally wonderful and just and admirable. I would 

say that the film even suggests the viewer to sympathise with Trojans rather than Greeks. 

Even if Paris seduces Menelaus wife, which in itself is a bad deed, an insult to be 

avenged for, Paris‟s deed is sort of justified by portraying Menelaus as a cheating, 

immoral, untrimmed drunk in contrast with an emphatic and handsome Paris.  

   While in the Iliad Helen is literally kidnapped, taken away from a beloved husband, 

home and children and given as a prize for Prince Paris. In Troy she is portrayed as a 

victim: a young girl married by force to an unloved, unfaithful man. Romance with Paris 

is her salvation, her road to happiness to real life. Paris is portrayed as Helen‟s rescuer 

and liberator: When he sees Helen struggling with the moral issues of their affair he asks 

her: “Do you want me to go?” Helen answers by dropping her clothes down to the floor. 

And while Helen is making love to Paris upstairs, Menelaus is shown kissing a dancer 

during the medieval-like party downstairs. Helens infidelity is justified by her unfaithful 

husband. 

“Before you came to Sparta, I was a ghost. I walked and I ate and I swam in the sea. But I 

was just a ghost” – confines Helen to Paris. Menelaus‟ mistreatment of his beautiful wife 
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gives the license to her affair with Paris.  A modern viewer would definitely justify the 

theft of wife and will not be so outraged by the fact that it is actually Trojans who 

supposed to be the bad guys. It is not only Menelaus who is the only savage amongst the 

Greeks, added his equally untrimmed, greedy and arrogant brother Agamemnon, wild and 

insane looking Ajax as well as aged Nestor, Greeks are hardly to collect popularity votes 

from the audience. Especially when handsome Paris is joined by his equally handsome, 

courageous and heroic brother Hector.  

   To keep the balance Petersen introduces Achilles – a god like warrior as well as 

intelligent Odysseus to the Greek side. In this way the viewer is left “sideless”: while the 

justice is on the Greek side, they have the right to avenge the insult, yet their clear greed 

and imperial ambitions are difficult to justify for the viewer; Trojans are not perceived as 

evils either with their good looks and high morals. 

   Kim Shahabudin notes that such twists and adaptations are necessary to market the film 

as a historical reality.
15

 A modern viewer would instantly write off Troy as a science 

fiction if intercepted supernatural powers interfering the war, but when presented with a 

fully human prehistory of the war, he can accept it as a reality. So Petersen did not want 

to depart from the perception of the movie as a real story, he wanted film goers to 

identify with the story as their own historical reality, just like the Greeks believed the 

authenticity of Homer‟s texts. That is why he presented the causes of the war as fully 

human and continued with the “human only” approach throughout the film.  

If such a move was a successful one – is another story for someone with a more 

qualitative focus.  

 

   The middle 

 

When the reasons of the war are clear, Troy comes up to the Iliad – the destruction 

develops. Petersen introduces twists and turns here also but the interpretation and the 

exposition of war is very similar to the one of the Iliad’s.  
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   On “human level” war is pictured quite similarly in both the Iliad and Troy. It seems 

that war‟s universally destructive power is invulnerable to the flow of time. “The Iliad 

must be considered a war poem, as its setting is the siege of Troy. But like other great 

war stories, it ranges far beyond the battlefield. It deals with human life and emotion and 

the war itself is both a setting and a kind of microsom of life generally”
16

 

War is a time of personal tragedies: fathers loose their sons, wives loose their husbands, 

children – their fathers. This fact – the human suffering during the war, is the frontrunner 

in Troy. Petersen has incorporated the Iliad’s maybe most humane scene – Hector‟s and 

Andromache‟s meeting,
17

 into Troy. Naturally there is a twist there too, but the idea the 

scene portrays is very similar to the one expressed thousands of years ago.  

 

The setting of the scene draws into clear focus some of the strongest and most 

universal of human emotions; the young husband leaving his wife to go to war, his 

sharing of his inner thoughts with her, his intense anxiety over her future if he dies, 

his pride in his son, his attempts to comfort her distress, and his recalling the 

reasons he must leave her and join his companions in the battle. On her side, there 

is her love and fear, the attempt to detain him, which she cannot resist making but 

which she knows must be fruitless, her concentration on what his loss will mean to 

her and to their son, and her sudden practical advice.
18

 

 

This scene is so humane, so universal that it could appear to ancient texts as well as 

modern ones. Even if Petersen divides the scene into two shorter sequences the emotion 

portrayed is very similar to the one of the Iliad. In the first scene Hector and Andromache 

are presented in the comfort of their own chambers; for a moment they are a happy, 

idyllic family: warrior husband is in his civilian outfit, comfortably sitting on the bed and 

holding his baby son, he gives the boy a wooden toy that he made himself on the way 

home from Sparta. Wife-mother approaches them, clearly enjoying the view. Hector and 

Andromache smile to each other and at the very moment a war gong disrupts their peace 

by announcing the approaching enemy. The presence, the close proximity of war 
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interferes into the family‟s cosy happiness: Hector raises immediately, hands the crying 

boy to Andromache and rushes out, leaving his wife very distressed. The second 

sequence is set during the war and echoes the scene from the Iliad. In this scene Hector is 

preparing to meet his death – a duel with Achilles, who is standing outside the gates of 

the city shouting Hector‟s name. After having said his goodbyes to his father and brother 

Hector descends down the gates where he meets up with his wife: “Remember what I‟ve 

told you?” – asks Hector, referring to the secret passage he has shown to Andromache the 

night before. “You don‟t have to go. You don‟t” – replies she with tears in sight.  

   No goodbyes are said, though both are aware that this is their last meeting. Their little 

son starts crying, scared of the tensed atmosphere in the air as well as the coolness of 

Hector‟s armour. Just like in the Iliad, the presence of the war scares the little child.  

The division of Hector-Andromache scene presents the viewer with a more intimate, 

more human angle since we see the pair in the cosines of their own home prior to the war, 

contrasted by the despair in public. Yet both scenes portray same fear, same uncertain 

thoughts, and same anxieties as it did in the Iliad. It appears that on “human level” the 

Iliad and Troy are remarkably similar – a proof that human emotions, feelings and fears 

did not change a lot during thousands of years of history of mankind.  

 

   The end 

 

The Iliad ends upon Hector‟s funeral but Troy continues much further on. Yet again, the 

viewer is taken into consideration as well as the modern values and ideas of justice. One 

hero‟s death is insufficient for the modern viewer; a huge campaign that Greeks set up is 

worth much more than a mere fall of the Trojan prince. An ending of a true epic scale is 

expected as signs are given to the audience throughout the film. For example, the 

prophecy of Thetis, mother of Achilles, on her son‟s death in battle must come true.  

   While ancient listener had, yet again, knowledge from outside on the destiny of the 

characters, a modern viewer expects everything to be served on the silver screen. And, 

just like with the beginning, Petersen waves a myth of his own to end the film properly 

(for a modern film goer).  Justice, identifiable to a contemporary audience must prevail, 

yet an ambiance of an ancient myth shall be preserved. Petersen chooses to introduce the 
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universally famous Trojan horse into his story, the concept originally written by Virgil in 

the Aeneid. After the funeral of Hector, Greeks do not storm the mourning Troy; instead 

they trick them to accept a gift – a huge wooden horse with some of the strongest 

warriors concealed inside, while the whole fleet waits nearby, prepared for battle. Trojans, 

showed as deep believers in signs and omens throughout the film, gladly accept “the gift” 

believing it to be a sign from gods. Believe in “false” signs proves to be the death of Troy 

as it falls in flames and cries during the final Greek assault.  

   During the final minutes of this chaotic siege of Troy, justice is being achieved: Priam 

is killed by Agamemnon for his resistance, as well as for his foolish superstition. 

Agamemnon is killed by Briseis for his greed and arrogance and finally Achilles is killed 

by Paris to fulfil the prophecy as well as to avenge the death and the mistreatment of 

Hector.  

   Yet it may seem a bit bizarre to watch a great warrior like Achilles fall from an arrow 

into the heel. Ancients knew the myth of Achilles‟ single week spot, but that myth is 

never articulated in Troy. For those, unaware of the ancient myth, Petersen allows Paris 

to stick a few more arrows to the conventionally lethal bodily parts of Achilles‟. For me 

this scene in the end of the film is a perfect example of Petersen‟s twists on ancient myths. 

People who are aware of Achilles as a mythical personality will understand the 

vulnerability of his heel straight away. Those without prior knowledge on the ancient 

hero will not be left confused either.  

   Even if Troy falls into ruins and drowns in flames, there is a spark of hope presented 

for the Trojans in the film. The secret passage shown by the ever so heroic and 

considerate Hector to his wife Andromache prior to his death is used as escape exit by the 

fleeing inhabitants of the falling city as well as Andromache herself with Hector‟s son in 

her arms, together with Helen – the cause of the brutalities. Paris and Briseis are thought 

to be following them after finishing their business with Achilles and Agamemnon 

respectively. So while Greeks are the winners, there is hope for Troy.  

   Yet the main reason, the cause of Greek fleets embarking for Troy remains unsolved. 

Helen does not return to Greece, she is not killed either but escapes together with 

Andromache and presumably Paris. While in the ancient Greek myth Helen gets reunited 

with her legitimate husband Menelaus, whom she loves and respects, Trojan War 
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completes itself. The just cause is achieved, Helen is returned and the perpetrator is 

punished. Such an ending is not appropriate for Troy. Already from the beginning when 

Helen‟s marriage is portrayed as a mental torture and Paris is seen more as a liberator 

rather than a kidnapper Helen‟s return to Menelaus would be perceived a mere cruelty. 

While in the Iliad the Trojan War begins with Helen‟s capture, remains throughout with 

the struggle to get her back and ends with her return to her rightful “owner”, Troy 

introduces the capture of Helen as a positive fact already from the beginning. That is why 

Helens return to Greece is completely undesirable and the focus shifts to other issues. 

   The ending of Troy seems to be designed to keep the viewer satisfied: since there were 

no sides to be taken, film goers mourn the death of Hector as much as they are happy 

with the death of Agamemnon while regretting the passing of Achilles they admire the 

brilliant horse idea of Odysseus at the same time when they watch Troy burn and crumble. 

 

Greece vs. Troy = USA vs. Iraq? Possible Allegories 

 

According to Auerbach, it is close to impossible to read the Iliad allegorically. But can 

the text‟s journey through time as well as it‟s mutation into a different medium create 

such an opportunity? Here I will try to present how the Iliad can become an allegory 

through a modern film. Since we have long before established that the Iliad acts as a 

source of inspiration for Troy, we can not present Troy as a complete and exact echo of 

the Iliad. But we have also established that the essence of the film resembles the essence 

of the text the most. That is why I want to look at this chain of echoes through time – the 

Iliad might not be allegorical in its original shape, but it can become allegorical through 

Troy because Troy, indeed, can be seen as an allegory – an open, blockbuster type 

criticism of a tense political climate of the 2000‟s.  

   “When a literary work passes from one cultural or historical context to another, new 

meanings may be culled from it, which were perhaps never anticipated by its author or 

contemporary audience”.
19

 How the war in Troy comes alive into another war – a recent 

one, highly discussed and debated. I want to look closer at the resemblances and 
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interactions between the Iliad, Troy and modern America, its politics and war campaigns 

in Afghanistan and Iraq. How a fictional art piece resembles modern day reality. Petersen 

himself explained the critic thoughts he aimed to express through his Hollywood epic: to 

criticise USA‟s politics after 9/11.
20

 But why to use the Iliad and other ancient sources to 

criticise the power misused by USA? 

 

   Historical ties 

 

    In his book The American Epic, Transforming a genre 1770-1860 John McWilliams 

connects the ideas of modern America from its foetus stage with the epic writings of 

Homer. When USA raised as an independent nation “to create some kind of heroic song 

for the New World remained a pressing cultural need from the time the Republic was 

formed until the time it was severed, yet the history of its initially embarrassing quest has 

not yet been written”
21

  

   McWilliams presents a detailed historical account of American cultural struggle to 

embody to basis of the American nation into an epic text which would both inspire and 

educate people. Homer and Virgil were amongst the top sources of inspiration together 

with Milton, who himself was inspired by ancient poets. Homer represented the 

beginning, the birth of the written mind of the great Western civilisation. The pioneers of 

American culture saw Homer‟s writings as an example on how to embody heroism, 

family values, revolution and most importantly – freedom. 

   “Americans were not likely, however, to identify their recent victory with the 

successful invasion of the Greeks, whose moral superiority to the Trojans had been of no 

concern to Homer. Instead, they preferred to see themselves as Trojans of the second 

Aeneid - patriots defending homeland and family against wily, haughty invaders from 

across the sea.”
22

  

   The American identification with the Trojans is clearly visible in Troy as well. As I 

mentioned before while comparing and analysing the beginning of the film – the 
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portrayal of Greeks as wild, greedy, untrimmed savages affects their perception with the 

audience. Even in Troy the viewer is suggested to sympathise with more handsome, more 

emphatic Trojans even though, in synch with the Iliad, Troy is doomed to be destroyed.  

   The Trojan War was seen as a quintessential embodiment of a national struggle – 

something that Americans had recently experienced themselves. Therefore a national 

epos was needed to cement the heroic values of a new nation, to sing about the new 

nation‟s ideas on freedom, revolution and faith. Americans needed a cultural roadmap 

and they looked to the deepest roots at first.  

   Americans saw their country as a place of new beginnings for the Western civilisation – 

a new empire similar to the ones of Greeks, Romans, and British. Therefore a blend of 

the best writings from the previous empires was to represent America. Homer remained 

deeply rooted in the American national culture even though his writings underwent the 

process of adaptation. “All interpretations of the past literature arise from a dialogue 

between past and present. Our attempts to understand a work will depend on the 

questions which our own cultural environment allows us to raise. At the same time, we 

seek to discover the questions which the work itself was trying to answer in its own 

dialogue with history.”
23

 

   More importantly war, the essence of the Iliad, became a tool of justice in America. 

War became seen as a liberating force, a spreader of higher values and justice. War 

became a training field for exercising national courage as well as a tool of defence. Such 

a high status of war justifies the destruction caused by it.  

 

The nobility of war 

 

   When US naval base in Pearl Harbor was attacked by Japanese on 7
th

 December 1941 – 

USA immediately joined World War II. America‟s response to a destructive attack, to an 

insult was a counter destruction – with the words of liberty, freedom and democracy 

written on it. War was used as a tool of justice. When the Twin Towers of New York and 

the Pentagon were attacked on 11
th

 September 2001, USA immediately stroke back. First, 
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together with and alliance of NATO forces, America invaded Afghanistan, and few years 

later, almost completely alone – Iraq.  

   “Look at the present! What the Iliad says about humans and wars is, simply, still true. 

Power-hungry Agamemnons who want to create a new world order – that is absolutely 

current. Of course, we didn‟t start saying: Let‟s make a movie about American politics, 

but (we started) with Homer‟s epic. But while we were working on it we realized that the 

parallels to the things that were happening out there were obvious.”
24

  Petersen himself 

willingly admits the parallels between the contemporary American politics and his film, 

inspired by an ancient text.  

   Troy echoes this war-driven politics of modern America. Agamemnon – a mighty king 

of Mycenae unites the kings of Greece. Such a union has its equivalence in modern day 

NATO where USA plays a leading role. Another Greek king, Menelaus of Sparta, who is 

also Agamemnon‟s brother, is a true believer of peace. He invites the Princes of Troy – 

Hector and Paris, for a peace negotiation as well as he shares his home, his food and his 

wine with them. And he gets really slapped – his wife, his most precious possession, 

betrays Menelaus and runs away with Prince Paris to Troy. Such an insult can be relieved 

by war only! And just like after 7
th

 December 1941 and 11
th

 September 2001 a huge army 

of united forces set their sails towards the territory of the enemy. While Homer describes 

the loss of Helen the only just cause of the Trojan War which remains throughout the 

story, Petersen waves modern politics into his version of the Trojan War. Agamemnon 

appears as a greedy, arrogant ruler with imperialistic ambitions. Just like the Americans 

appeared in the world‟s opinion especially after occupying Iraq. Troy’s Agamemnon does 

not settle with getting his brother‟s wife back – he wants to destroy Troy and set up his 

own rule on its ruins. “If Troy falls, I control the Aegean…Before me, Greece was 

nothing. I brought all the kingdoms together; I created a nation out of fire worshipers and 

snake eaters. I built the future, Nestor, ME!” reveals Agamemnon to Nestor while 

planning to sail for Troy THAT is the cause of the Trojan War in Petersen‟s film. It is 

further confirmed by Agamemnon when already disembarked in Troy: when Paris 

suggests a duel between himself and Menelaus for Helen and Menelaus is willing to 
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accept, Agamemnon angrily whispers to his brother: “I did not come here for your pretty 

wife. I came here for Troy.” 

   Just like the cause of the war in Iraq is power and oil and not fear of the non existing 

weapons of mass destruction and Iraq‟s alleged support to Al-Qaeda. But while 

Petersen‟s Agamemnon admits his hunger for power: “Peace is for the women and for the 

weak. Empires are forged by war” (told he to Menelaus when agreeing to avenge his 

insult); Contemporary American politicians fiercely deny theirs. They see their war as a 

spreader of true, democratic values, of freedom and justice. But is it not occupation when 

foreign values and principles are imposed?  

   The film scenes of siege of the Apollo‟s temple in the bay of Troy as well as the final 

assault inside the city echo the destruction of Baghdad, looting of priceless artefacts from 

the national museum, burning of the governmental buildings.   

   War is a rightful answer to an unjust assault for the Americans. That is why the film 

continues long after the Iliad’s original end. The death of Hector alone is not enough to 

heal the broken hearts of the Greeks. Troy must burn; only through destruction justice 

can be achieved.  

   I mentioned previously that the characters of the Iliad are admired equally by Homer 

and that Petersen tends to take on a similar approach in his film: “Still, Homer was never 

interested in black-white, good-bad. Such a concept doesn‟t exist in reality. Only in the 

mind of George W. Bush…”
25

  Such an approach allows a greater flexibility with the 

audience while seeing the allegory in Troy. Those, critical of USA‟s foreign politics of 

2000‟s will see the film as a criticism, an open protest to American imperial ambitions. 

The patriotic American viewer will fell proud while seeing the greatness of the Greek 

fleet, the determination of Greek warriors and the god-like hero Achilles fighting on the 

Greek side. Yet again Petersen appears as an ultimate crowd pleaser, an entertainer of a 

mass audience. Just like the ancient bard, reciting Homer‟s Iliad. 

   After taking a closer look at the relation between the Iliad and Troy one can determine 

that Petersen did not depart too far from the original source of inspiration. Yes, he 

introduced quite a few twists to the plot, but on a level of perception and idea transferring 

Troy stands very close to the Iliad.    
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Defining a hero 

 

In this part of the paper I will try to look closer in the perceptions of a hero in both Iliad 

and Troy. I find it fascinating that during my research on characteristics of ancient, 

respectively modern heroes, every article or essay I read discussed the hero status of 

Achilles. Talk about immortality! I will discuss the transformations (if any) of Achilles 

from the Iliad to Troy further down, together with another hero of the Trojan War, who 

for me represents the mirror image of the mighty Achilles – Hector.  

   How did a hero stand before the “time travel”? Do ancient hero and modern hero 

represent two different concepts? How does heroism come through in the Iliad and Troy? 

After discussing two single characters, I will take up the issue of the Gods, who are 

highly present in the Iliad and completely inactive (at least not in their original shape) in 

Troy.  

   Before I go deeper into the analysis of the actual characters I would firstly like to define 

hero and heroism; what was considered heroic, how were heroes “made” in ancient 

Greece and in the modern world? 

 “A HERO cannot be a hero unless in a heroic world” states an article in TIME 

magazine.
26

 This statement, for me, embodies the idea of a hero. It is the environment 

that makes a hero, the circumstances that force individuals to act in certain ways that later 

is considered heroic by the surroundings. A hero needs publicity, because the heroic 

status itself is resting mainly on the opinion of the others. That is why war is a perfect 

environment for breeding heroes. Through human brutality, through blood, injury, fear 

and agony a status is achieved. Only the strongest survive, only the strongest become 

immortal. 

   Immortality was ironically achieved by death in ancient Greek hero cult. A hero had to 

die young after a significant ordeal to secure that his name will echo in the eternity. To be 

known, spoken about to create an aura of mystery were the prime priorities. But Homer 

also immortalized ancient heroes by writing them down. Previously alive through oral 

tradition ancient heroes “risked” falling into the haze of forgetfulness and by writing 
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down the names of Achilles, Hector, Agamemnon and the others, Homer ensured their 

future existence. While for centuries ancient heroes “lived” in the ancient texts, modern 

creators felt inspired to introduce ancient warriors to new living spaces. Cinematic 

medium gave the heroes a visual appearance that, in contrast with their immobile images 

on ancient vases, allowed the heroes to perform, to be in action. Cinematic medium and 

films like Troy, took another step for the heroes immortalization. While Homer 

transported Achilles and company from oral tradition into the written, the cinematic 

medium updated the immortalization by adapting digital visual technologies.  

 

   Metamorphosis of an ancient hero through time 

 

But how did the notion of a hero travel through time?  

“When we consider the Hero in ancient Greek culture, from the start we must „de-

familiarize‟ our notion of what a hero is. The ancient Greek concept of a hero was 

different from our own culture‟s.”
27

  

How, then, the hero was perceived in ancient Greece, and was it really different from the 

hero we admire in the contemporary world? 

Webster‟s online dictionary presents these explanations for the word hero:  

 

1 a : a mythological or legendary figure often of divine descent endowed with 

great strength or ability b : an illustrious warrior c : a man admired for his 

achievements and noble qualities d : one that shows great courage 

2 a : the principal male character in a literary or dramatic work b : the central 

figure in an event, period, or movement 

 

So a hero is considered both a brave soldier and a literary character. Wit the “help” of 

Homer, ancient warriors became both – heroic in their deeds as well as characters in a 

literary work. Since the second cause (heroes because of their placement into a literary 

work) for Homer‟s heroes being heroic is unquestionable, I will try to look closer in the 
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first cause: the deeds of the ancient heroes, what was considered heroic there and how the 

hero status was achieved. 

   An ancient hero was a demi-religious figure, who achieved the worship status after 

suffering followed by death. Ancient hero had to die to become a hero. But a simple 

death of a simple man did not automatically bring fame, worship and immortality; the 

deeds of a man were his application for heroic status. Apart from the heroic deeds, 

ancient hero had to have a close relationship with the ancient Gods. Often, a demi-god 

himself, the hero received much help from the Gods in the action. So the heroic deeds 

were contributed as much by the divine intervention as by the hero himself.   

   Ancient hero was a cult figure. But does it really differ from a modern day perception 

of hero? I think immediately about Jesus Christ – a man who died after long suffering and 

achieved a status of a cult hero. A man who thought to have a relationship with the 

monotheistic God and was even considered God‟s son. Yet Jesus was a mortal and he 

could achieve immortality only through becoming a hero.  His deeds, added with his long 

and painful death process, made him a religious figure, a true hero according to the 

ancient standards, yet still worshiped by the broad masses of the modern world‟s 

population. While ancient Greek heroes lost their religious status during the time travel, 

the cult of Jesus survived mainly because the wider acceptance of his divine character. 

While during their journey to modernity ancient Greek heroes transformed from divine to 

human, Jesus faced an opposite makeover. And Jesus is not the only cult hero that is 

worshipped in the contemporary world. Certain celebrities are immortalised, despite the 

common knowledge on their humanity: pilgrims travel to Memphis to visit Elvis‟s 

shrines, or to Abbey road, to inhale the air of divine Beatles. But while “heromaking” is 

tightly connected with the myth it is becoming significantly more difficult to create the 

supernatural aura in modern day cynical world. We do live in the information society and 

we do know too much about our human heroes to consider them heroic. For the lack of 

real life heroes, fictional ones are created who in the spirit of the ancient predecessors 

have a divine, a supernatural side apart of being plain men.  

 

“Without heroes we‟re all plain people and don‟t now how far we can go…It‟s 

their function to be the best.” But excellence is not enough to make a hero, nor is 
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willingness to challenge the odds; those qualities may merely add up to leadership. 

“Heroism should not be confused with strength and success,” says author John 

Updike. “Our concept of the hero must be humanized to include the ideas of 

sacrifice and death, even of failure.” The hero also must touch people‟s emotions. 

In modern jargon, that means someone who “turns people on.”
28

  

 

So apart having lost their cult status (retained in some cases as we have seen), modern 

heroes still closely resemble their ancient Greek predecessors: the suffering, the death at 

the young age, the extraordinary deeds are still regarded as musts of becoming a hero.  

 

   The environment of breeding heroes 

 

Conflict was the primary environment for the heroic action in ancient Greece. An 

environment that gave heroes a chance to show their courage, their stamina and their 

passion. Only the true heroes were remembered after the conflict was solved. Such is the 

environment of the Iliad. At the time of war heroes like Achilles and Hector emerge 

when given a chance to achieve immortality. Such a conscious choice is most apparent in 

the case of Achilles – he consciously selects death over life while knowing that death will 

lead him to a hero status and to immortality. 

   How was ancient Greek warfare carried out? 

Victor Davis Hanson presents a detailed picture of ancient Greek warfare as well as 

points out the close connection to the modern one.
29

 Since most of the ancient Greek 

soldiers had a civil profession as well as were free land owners – a decisive, open battle 

was always desired. One big clash between the opponent armies often brought the end of 

the conflicts and the soldiers could go back to their property and carry on their 

professional activities. Modern day patriotism that has become the primary fuel of 

modern wars was relatively unknown to the ancient Greeks who fought primarily to 

secure their properties, not to serve their king. Mainly because of the non existing 

professional army, guerrilla type of warfare was despised by the Greeks. A decisive battle, 
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where soldiers could see their opponents and brutally kill them was the ideal version of 

conflict solving. Archers, javelin throwers and other types of soldiers who fought at a 

distance were considered cowardly. Such a notion is famously echoed in the ancient myth 

when Achilles is killed by a coward Paris who points his arrow into the mighty Achilles. 

Cowardly means for a cowardly soldier.  

   Is modern day warfare – one of the main breeding grounds for modern war heroes, 

much different from the one of ancient Greece? Apart from all modern destructive 

technologies used in battle, a big clash of the opponent armies is still the ideal to be 

desired. Even being the strongest military power of the world USA faces significant 

difficulties in Afghanistan and Iraq where local guerrilla groups disrupts the decisive 

battle desire. That is why in true ancient Greek spirit the guerrilla groups are labelled as 

cowardly terrorists. While ancient Greek “farmer soldiers” could not afford long wars, 

modern day professional armies can continue battling for years. In that notion Trojan War 

resembles modern day warfare more.  

   In the modern warfare, patriotism is introduced for motivating the soldiers – to fight 

and to die for own country, be buried as a patriotic hero with a flag-wrapped casket. 

Patriotism is highly present in Troy, which I will discuss closer while describing Hector – 

a true patriot.   

   It seems to me that the ancient warrior, together with the ancient warfare is still highly 

influential in the modern world. While high tech transformations might have possibly 

changed their faces, but the essence, the prime idea seems to be the same. “The essence 

of heroism is singularity.”
30

 Let us look closer to the two of the most prominent heroes, 

featured equally heavily in the Iliad as well as in Troy. 

    

 Achilles 

 

“Mortals hate death and old age, and long for immortality. This longing appears in 

literature from the earliest times.”
31
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   “Immortality! Take it, it‟s yours!” – shouts mighty Achilles from the tip of his war ship 

to his warriors, just moments before disembarking on the beaches of Troy. Throughout 

the film, immortality is the primary goal of Achilles. He joins the forces of so much 

despised Agamemnon knowing that it will ensure that his name is eternally inscribed in 

the pages of history. Achilles wants to be worshiped, feared and most of 

all…remembered.  

Troy presents Achilles as an ultimate celebrity hero – his actions closely resemble of any 

modern celebrity‟s. He is arrogant, he acts single-handily, he has his own, well trained 

crowd of personal assistants who are ready to die for him, and he lives life to the fullest: 

enjoys his wine and his women. It is his celebrity status that allows him to exercise the 

features, usually despised and discouraged by any society. Even the equally arrogant king 

Agamemnon has to include Achilles in his war scheme, though he publicly demonstrates 

his distaste for Achilles‟ lack of loyalty and his overall behaviour. But Agamemnon 

knows that, when put in the right mood and promised so desired fame and glory Achilles 

delivers outstandingly. Such a choice echoes the dilemma of any modern day film 

producer or director – while working with arrogant celebrities is proven to be an 

extremely hard work, the outcome is usually spectacular. The result justifies the means 

and the process, so to speak. 

   Petersen again moulds his heroes after modern standards to please his modern viewers. 

When the every day tabloids pour us with information on celebrity life: on their most 

intimate secrets, oddest habits and most arrogant statements, the celebrity status appear 

significantly human and yet quite distant from the “ordinary” people. The courage to be 

different, the courage to be a public person and of course, the undeniable talent is what 

makes an ordinary sex life of a celebrity extraordinary in the eyes of a public. And when 

the celebrity status is achieved, an aura of legend, mystery and speculation surrounds the 

person. Public begins to create legends about the person in question, on strengths and 

weaknesses trying to find the recipe for stardom.  

   It is Achilles‟ courage and his way of delivering the desired results that makes him 

admired by the others. And when his heroic celebrity status is spread nationwide, 

speculations on his strengths and weaknesses reach legendary proportions. In a scene in 

the beginning of the film, a young boy, a messenger of Agamemnon, calls Achilles to 
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battle and while looking at the great warrior to put his armour he speculates on Achilles‟ 

invincibility.  

   In Troy, differently from the Iliad Achilles is a simple mortal, but it is the mysterious 

celebrity aura that makes the opponents tremble. All the legends on Achilles‟ tremendous 

battle victories, most of them highly exaggerated, those make him seem invincible.  But 

at the same time Achilles‟ “human” features are portrayed throughout the film. His 

romantic interest in Briseis, a captive from a plundered Apollo shrine, mellows down the 

blood and glory-hungry warrior inside. Achilles appears as most human during the scene 

with Priam, when the mighty king of Troy sneaks in the tent of Achilles to kiss the hands 

of a man who brutally killed his beloved son. Apprehensive at first, he lets his guard 

down and surrenders to pure human emotions such as desperation, fear and sorrow. The 

mighty Achilles weeps while wrapping the cloth over the abused corpse of Hector. 

Achilles appears confused: he strives for fame and immortality at the same time when the 

costs for his strive appears to be higher than anticipated. He wants to be a hero as well as 

he does not wish to let go of his human side. 

 

   A torn hero 

 

   Such a portrayal of a hero, as a “two-sided” person, is quite typical in modern films – a 

hero torn between the human, emotional self and the celebrity bringing superpowers. 

Such is Spiderman, Peter Parker, a simple nerd with secret love interest for a neighbour 

girl, such is Batman, Bruce Wayne, a wealthy heir with a troubled childhood, such is 

Superman, Clark Kent, who is in fact not human, but raised by humans with human 

values. All these heroes live double lives, hence the double names, and struggle to cope 

with the consequences. The human side and the hero side are kept strictly apart and are 

intended not to interfere with one another. The human eruptions experienced by Achilles 

in Troy are also kept away from the public eye: his romance with Briseis takes place in 

the intimate surroundings of Achilles‟ tent, the same place where he receives an 

unexpected visit of Priam that shakes his human emotions. The outburst of feelings 

beside Hector‟s body is also executed in complete solitude and does not harm the myth of 
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Achilles‟ invincibility. While Achilles‟ private life takes place behind closed doors, his 

status as a celebrity warrior survives the “crisis of human emotions”.  

   In the Iliad, however, there is not such a sharp distinction within the portrayal of a hero. 

Maybe because the strong presence of the supernatural powers, the Greek Gods, that 

heroes automatically appear as more vulnerable. The humanity of the brave men does not 

have to be masked to retain their heroic status. All the heroes are mortals and it is the task 

of Gods to administer their superpowers. The heroes of the Iliad receive a significant 

amount of outside aid from the Gods in form of armour and shields, or natural 

phenomena as storm or haze. Yet most of the heroes are closely related to the Gods. 

Achilles, himself, is a son of a goddess Thetis, who herself does a lot of “sweet talk” for 

Zeus on behalf of her immortality striving son. When the Achilles of Troy faces the tasks 

destiny throws at him on his own, the Achilles of the Iliad has a powerful rear of 

immortal aides. Yet what is common for both Achilles‟ is the inevitability of the choice 

they have to make that decides their future paths. And the killing of Hector is the moment 

when Achilles (both in the Iliad and in Troy) makes the choice. Achilles knows that 

Hector‟s death will subsequently lead to his own, but he realises that his distinctive 

performance in the war and in the duel with Hector will inscribe the name of Achilles in 

the eternity.   

   The death of Achilles, as presented in the film, I discussed already in the previous 

chapter where I pointed out the vagueness that acts in favour for the variety of the 

audience. The question on his supernaturalism is left open, yet Achilles dies in a manner 

suitable for heroes only. While simple soldiers fall down and die while tramped by their 

counterparts, heroes die in solitude, they die alone. Yet death is essential in “heromaking”. 

The act of sacrifice, despite the various reasons for it (such as strive for fame, glory, 

power, money etc.) is heroic in itself. “The hero must struggle against the fear of death, in 

order to achieve the most perfect death.” 
32

 The moment when a man consciously selects 

his own death, when he performs the act of sacrifice, separates the simpletons from 

heroes. Those simple men, who fear death and dream of a safe homecoming fight to stay 

alive. The heroes fight for higher causes and it is through death that they stay alive, for 

much longer than the simple men. Heroic death breeds immortality. “Honour conquers 
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death and compensates a hero for his mortality. Honour is all that matters because life 

itself is short and death is certain, always at hand.”
33

 

   “I thought that any soldier in the U.S. Army would be my modern day hero…They are 

both putting their life on the line, fighting for a good cause, and I mean that they are 

trying to protect people, and doing the right thing.” 
34

 

A soldier is considered an ultimate hero even in modern times. Because he makes the 

choice of “life and death” at the very moment he chooses to become one. The possibility 

of death is inscribed into the very profession of a warrior. Just like in Ancient Greek 

warfare heroes emerged within the “farmer-soldiers”, same trend is being followed in the 

modern world. A soldier – a man who ruthlessly kills for his king, for his country or even 

for his own benefits is considered a hero, because by becoming a soldier, he consciously 

accepts the possibility of death in battle.  

   Such a notion is very present in Homer‟s writings – “Homer‟s men are all noble, 

peerless, brave, wise or characterized by some other excellence;”
35

 Since Homer 

embodies the time of war, of a conflict, naturally that the men portrayed are soldiers. 

Petersen follows similar path which seem to stir up a little confusion with some viewers. 

 

   Hector 

 

You remember in the original, that Hector boasts about how he is not going to let 

the Greeks recover the body of Patroclus and he is going to "feed his body to the 

dogs of Troy". Achilles on the other hand, after wanting to do similar to Hectors 

body in his anger, takes pity on Priam and releases Hector's body for a proper 

funeral. However the film completely destroys this contrast, making Hector appear 

as if he is Mr Nice Guy who only wants "peace" with the Greeks. This leaves the 

audience, in my opinion, wondering what the hell the film is supposed to be about. 

Are they supposed to like Hector and dislike Achilles, or dislike Paris and Helen 

and like Priam? The film is awash with mixed messages and confusion. What the 

hell went through the scriptwriters minds when they decided to cast Hector and 
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Paris as the good guys and Menelaus and Agamemnon as the bad guys I just can't 

imagine? (Marcus Bachler, UK)
36

  

 

If Achilles is portrayed as an arrogant celebrity, yet an embodiment of an American 

dream in Troy, Hector is made the ultimate American hero – perfection personified. He 

has it all – great looks, loyalty to his family, patriotism, amazing battle skills, loving and 

pretty wife and sweet little son. Hector is a great politician, negotiating peace with 

Menelaus as well as putting peace on the agenda for the Trojan generals when already at 

war. He is a true believer and does not waste time on silly superstitions as political 

guidelines, which seem to have totally overtaken his ailing father. Hector is perfect – a 

perfect warrior, perfect son, perfect brother, husband and prince. If Achilles has visible 

flaws – Hector has none.  

   In the Iliad, however, Hector is not that flawless. He is not the perfect brother as in 

Troy – in the Iliad, Hector publicly despises his brother, calls him cowardly and weak 

and blames him for the Trojan War, brotherly love seem quite distant, Hector refers to 

Paris as “sir”.
37

 While in Troy, though furious for Paris‟s stupidity and lack of 

“adulthood”, Hector swallows the bitter medicine and embraces his foolish baby brother.  

   In the Iliad, as mentioned in a review above, Hector does “brag” about killing Patroclus, 

he strips off Achilles‟ armour from Patroclus‟s body and feels imminent pride in his 

booty. Pride that angers the mighty Zeus.
38

 The killing of Patroclus is no accident as 

portrayed in Troy, Hector consciously murders Achilles‟ young companion. In the Iliad 

Hector is as proud and arrogant as Achilles himself. Yet why is he portrayed in a manner 

close to biblical record of the saints in Troy? I presume that the answer is tightly 

connected with the culture of the contemporary America.   

   “Americans sought a hero who would have the physical courage of Homer‟s warriors 

without their drive for personal honour, the piety and decency of Aeneas without his 

subservience to the imperial forces of history, and Christian Right Reason dedicated 

primarily to the New World rather than to God.”
39

 The idea of a perfect hero is 
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characteristic in American way of thinking already from the days of the founding fathers. 

A person, who combines the best from the past as well as from the future, represents 

America best. The Christian tradition, which American thought is based upon also 

predicts that a good family man, who loves his country and his God as much that he is 

willing to die for it – is the perfect hero.  

   Yet even if the two main heroes of Troy are portrayed as each others opposites, both are 

equally admired and well received by the audience. Petersen plays very wisely with the 

plot as well as the characteristics of his characters to create a realm for his heroes, similar 

to Homer‟s. Taking sides is not a desired feature but a possible side effect. While the 

kidnapping of Helen might seem as Trojans fault, Petersen portrays Agamemnon and 

Menelaus from an unflattering angle of greed and infidelity to even out the effect. When 

Greeks, portrayed as conquerors disembark in the sandy beaches of Troy and lead by 

Achilles loot the sacred temple of Apollo, Achilles affection of his hostage Briseis shows 

the human side of the Greeks.  

   One shall not forget though, that Homeric heroes were written to be performed and that 

each bard added his own, personal touch to each performance. As established earlier, 

Petersen being one of many bards using Homeric texts for his own performance, added 

values and features current for a contemporary world. Achilles became a star struck, hot 

tempered, bounty hunter, with immaculate fighting skills. A hero, who (in difference 

from the Iliad) achieves his status on his own, on his hard training and on his 

outspokenness. Features, highly advertised in the contemporary world that lead to success 

and self realisation. To be arrogant, rude and striking is considered to be necessary to 

reach own goals. Yet humility, strong attachment to the family and patriotism is also 

praised in the modern world. Hector wins audience‟s sympathy for being the opposite of 

the loud and outspoken Achilles. While Achilles stamps on the sacred human values, on 

humility and obedience to achieve immortality, Hectors down-to-earth care for his family, 

his love and compassion makes him remembered throughout history.  

   I see a merger of the two ideals in Petersen‟s portrayal of Achilles and Hector. While 

Achilles represents the ideals of the ancient world and reflects the ancient divinities, 

thoroughly described in the Iliad, Hector reflects the modern, Christian values, spread by 

the Christian God.  
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   Are Gods dead? 

 

A scene in Troy that, in my opinion, embodies the disappearance of the ancient Greek 

Gods is the one of the siege of Apollo‟s temple in the beaches of Troy. While booty 

hungry Myrmidons plunder the sacred vaults, Achilles performs the ultimate blasphemy – 

cuts the head of the golden Apollo statue. While God is dead, Achilles is standing beside 

and thriving in his powerful glory. He is not afraid for Apollo‟s revenge because he either 

questions divine existence or he feels equally divine. 

   In the Iliad, ancient Greek Gods are essential to the plot; they act as the observers of the 

Trojan War as well as active participants. According to the myth, widely known to 

ancient Greeks, therefore not written down in the Iliad, Gods are to blame for the 

beginning of the war. It is during the divine dispute a human arbitrary is selected and it is 

through divine intrigues the whole war is administered. At times the Iliad creates a 

mirror-like image of the two worlds: the divine and the human, both worlds are in a close 

interaction with each other, yet it is the divine on that has the ultimate power to control 

and lead the human. While human heroes remain fairly neutral towards their opponents in 

the Trojan War, there are times when they even openly admire each other, despite them 

being on the opposite sides (Priam openly admiring Greek warriors and asking Helen to 

tell more about them
40

); it is the divine world that steams with emotions that leads to a 

very sharp side-taking. Ancient Greek Gods are not portrayed as wise, noble, 

compassionate creatures, what is common in Christian tradition, widespread in the 

contemporary Western world. The image of God in the modern world is that of the ideal, 

of goodness, peace and love. By embracing God, a contemporary man becomes a better 

person, or at least publicly shows the will to become one.  

   Ancient Greek Gods, on the contrary, are blood thirsty and hierarchy seeking, by being 

immortal and controlling human destiny they make humans their puppets. The influence 

of Gods is essential in the Trojan War it is mainly through direct or indirect divine 

intervention that battles are won. It also seems that the war is reflected in the divine 

world as well: Gods fight against each other both directly and by helping their favourite 

“puppets” in the war on the ground. To mention an example; in the Menelaus - Paris duel 
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it is Aphrodite that rescues her “Trojan pet” by hiding him in a haze
41

, while it is 

brotherly love and a strong hand of Hector that ends that duel in Troy. 

   Ancient Greek Gods are cunning and vindictive, they are ready to use all means 

necessary to reach their goals. I would say that ancient Greek Gods closely resemble the 

modern day humans – career driven materialists who often solve their disputes through a 

conflict and intrigues. It might be this close resemblance that inspired Petersen to infuse 

Greek Gods into his mortal characters. While the divine is manly replaced by the human 

in Troy, the ancient Gods whose names do get called out are “imprisoned” in the statues 

as well as publicly ridiculed and mistreated. Hector loudly questions the importance of 

oracles in the planning of war strategies, believing that only humans have the will and the 

power to affect their destiny. It is the human strength, courage, love and devotion that is 

heroic; those qualities that make a hero immortal after his death. 

   Petersen officially motivates his choice to leave the ancient Gods behind as a concept 

adjusted for the modern audience: 

“In Mexico, the entire scene construction-including Brad Pitts heel was destroyed of a 

hurricane. Perhaps it was the ancient gods‟ revenge because they were ported from the 

movie.  

 - Perhaps so, but I wanted to have a realistic depiction of the Trojan War. Today's 

audience would laugh if we would have taken with the ancient gods, says Petersen that 

instead been inspired by the digital technology.”
42

  

   Since the film is marketed as a historical reality and the ancient Greek Gods have long 

ago given up their reign to the great monotheistic religions, the portrayal of the Gods 

active in battles and in heroes‟ lives would interfere with film‟s “authentic” theme. 

Petersen does not deny his ancient heroes their belief, in that manner Gods are absolutely 

present, but they are left as the items of worship, not as active administrators of human 

destiny.  

   Even if the ancient Gods are visualised in shapes of statues in Troy, the presence of 

divinity and cult is present, yet modernised. As I mentioned before, modern day 

celebrities are viewed by their admirers as the objects of cult. Hollywood in general can 
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be viewed as a modern day Mount Olympus where various god-like celebrities, some of 

more importance than others, live, breed and wave intrigues. Since Petersen has gathered 

a whole galaxy of Hollywood stars in his portrayal of Troy, the stardom of the actors, 

their celebrity status outside the film can be interpreted as the divine world, just like in 

the Iliad. If the ancient Gods of the Homeric texts actively intervene in the lives of the 

mortal heroes, the celebrity status of Hollywood stars has the same effect on Petersen‟s 

characters. That effect clearly present in the comments of the audience: 

 

I think the movie strayed far from the original story. There was so much history 

left out in this movie - as a result it appeared like a whole new different tale. This 

is not all that bad if you have not seen previous Troy movies. I thought Bana was 

simply great as Hector and Pitt was great in the battle scenes, but in the other 

scenes Pitt's acting was very awkward. It reminded me of Meet Joe Black, he had 

the same innocent and confused look that just doesn't fit with Achilles' character. 

On the other hand, all those exercise he did really paid off, I'm sure there will be 

plenty of girls drooling over that perfectly-sculpted body as I did. But I have to say 

the best actor there would probably be Peter O'Toole - he has such a great presence 

whenever he appeared on that screen. Some of the costume choices are also great. I 

thought the blue was refreshing change. In the end even though I was left feeling a 

little unsatisfied, I enjoyed it and it definitely is worth seeing. (Olivia, Sydney, 

Australia)
43

 

 

The perception of the actors, behind the characters and the level of talent, “makes” the 

heroes in Troy, just like the divine intervention and close ties to the Greek Gods creates 

heroes in the Iliad. And it seems that while Eric Bana is praised for his talent, for his 

portrayal of Hector, Brad Pitt‟s stardom, his divine-like status makes up for his rather 

poor performance as Achilles: 

 

All of you are missing the monumental point! Forget history, forget literature, 
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even forget the acting. Brad Pitt is still, at 40, the sexiest man alive. His body was 

perfection and his sex appeal screamed for attention. I'm not superficial but 

DAMN! Brad is yummy. (Carmen, Paris, France)
44

 

 

Conclusions 

 

With this paper I wanted to establish a relation between a text and a film inspired by the 

text. I wanted to research the processes of transformation a text has to go through to be 

presentable on the silver screens. I wanted to see the text in the film in it‟s mutated shape 

as well as discuss the affects of mutation. 

   By applying an intertextual approach in order to put the Iliad and Troy closer together I 

could grasp some vital points of interaction between the two cultural products. I could see 

the affect that the Iliad had on the contemporary film; I could see how the ideas 

immortalized in an ancient text transformed with the help of the modern technologies to 

be presented to the modern audience. I could see the impact the presence of the audience 

made on Troy and on the Iliad (being the inspirational medium). 

   Since the Homeric text itself was a creative blend of ancient legends and myths, I see 

Petersen‟s film as a “carrier of the torch” where the director used ancient myths and 

combined them with the contemporary thoughts and ideas to create an independent 

product, inspired by the Homeric text. I do not deny that Petersen enjoyed a large 

freedom when twisting and turning the ancient myths, which caused quite severe 

criticism, yet I suppose he acted like any other inspired artist willing to present an 

audience with something original, something of his own; of course the money matters 

shall not be overlooked as we live in highly materialised contemporary world. But any art 

product is a marketable item, as market rests on pleased customers. And even with the 

material ambitions, twists on the plot and the characters as well as the thousands of years 

separating the text and the film – Troy did not depart as far from the Iliad as most have 

thought. Most of the reviewers and scholars pointed the differences, without looking 

deeper into them. 
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   Homer himself was an entertainer as well as his Iliad was used by other ancient Greek 

entertainers who often did put their own creative spin on the story. What Petersen did to 

the Iliad was to bring the text to XXI century by using modern technologies as well as 

celebrity actors. He modernised it, created his own “mutant”, yet he kept most of the 

ideas expressed by the Homeric text. 

   Homer immortalised the darkness of war and the courage of men fighting it. Petersen 

did the same, and by presenting his film during the times of war he created an 

opportunity for allegorical viewing of his product – as an open criticism to modern 

USA‟s international politics.  

   While the circumstances around the Iliad and Troy appear to be different in some cases, 

the essence of the literary work and the film appears to be the same. It shows that the 

ancient Greek values, especially those, related to warfare and heroism, have definitely 

survived long enough to penetrate the modern thought. The essentials of humanity:  

dreams, passions, emotions and fears did not mutate with the flow of time. It appears that 

despite all the modern amenities and possibilities, on “the root level” human beings are 

much like their ancient counterparts.  

   The relationship with Gods might not be as good as before since the modern man has 

found own created replacements. Humans found divinity in themselves in the 

contemporary world: just like Achilles, grasping the view of the beaches of Troy from the 

entrance of the Apollo temple, we grasp the world in order to conquer it. It is through 

destruction that we feel divine and powerful. It is through destruction, that receives a 

physical shape in a written text or a recorded image, that we achieve our ultimate goal – 

immortality.   
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